
Survivor  Series  Count-Up  –
1992: The First Of Many
Survivor  Series 1992
Date: November 25, 1992
Location: Richfield Coliseum, Richfield, Ohio
Attendance: 17,500
Commentators: Vince McMahon, Bobby Heenan

So remember everything that’s happened so far at this show? Forget it,
because this is your usual PPV with a single Survivor Series match and
that’s a tag match, where you have eight people to start and when a
member is eliminated, he and his partner are gone. The main event is the
same as it would be five years later: Bret vs. Shawn for the title. Those
two just can’t get away from each other but you know this is going to be
awesome. There’s also a regular tag match which is the co-main event
which was set up by a big face turn. Let’s get to it.

Slick is behind a pulpit in the interview area to start and talks about
how great this show was. Well this is the home video version so he’s not
insane. He goes into preacher mode and talks about spreading joy and
peace. I have no idea what this has to do with wrestling and I don’t
think he does either.

Vince and Bobby run down the card. There are multiple gimmick matches
tonight.

Headshrinkers vs. High Energy

High Energy is Owen Hart and Koko B. Ware in really ugly pants. The
Headshrinkers don’t get an entrance. I’ve always been a fan of the
Samoans so I’m kind of looking forward to this. Samu and Owen start
things off with Owen being thrown around pretty easily. Things speed up a
bit and Owen avoids a big clothesline and hits a cross body for two. The
fans are getting fired up.

Off to Koko who makes Samu miss a right hand which hits Fatu. Koko stomps
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on Samu’s bare feet but he tries to ram the Headshrinkers’ heads together
but THAT DOESN’T WORK ON SAMOANS! No one ever accused Koko of being
bright. Afa, the Headshrinker’s manager, CRACKS Koko in the back with his
staff and Koko is in trouble immediately. Owen is draw into the ring by
some Samoan bragging, only causing Koko to get beaten down even more.

Vince tries to talk about the main events and Heenan says stick to the
subject. That’s a new one. Samu hooks a nerve hold on Koko but he’s too
dumb to feel pain so it’s a clothesline instead and Ware is still in
trouble. A chop gets two and Samu chokes a bit. Samu misses a corner
splash and there’s the hot tag to Owen. Owen dropkicks both guys down and
hits a top rope cross body on Samu for two. A spinwheel kick takes Fatu
(Rikishi) down, only to get caught in a powerslam. Fatu hits a GREAT
looking top rope splash to crush Owen and get the easy pin.

Rating: C+. I liked this match a lot more than I should have but I love
the Headshrinkers. That top rope splash looked great and Owen sold it
like the master that he was at it. Other than that this was a very basic
match with power vs. speed and that’s the right choice for an opener.
Good stuff here and I liked it a lot.

Boss Man is getting ready in the back. He says Nailz is a bad man and
that he’s committed a lot of crimes and has to be punished for them.

Sean Mooney issues us a warning about how violent the upcoming match is
going to be. I don’t think that’s going to be necessary. Nailz comes in
and says he’s been waiting for this for a long time and now he’s out of
prison. The story was that Nailz was an allegedly innocent convict that
was abused by Boss Man in prison and now he’s here for revenge. It’s
corny but it’s as good as anything else.

Boss Man (in his second promo in about two and a half minutes) says he’ll
take out Nailz tonight. He sees Nailz in the ring and runs out to the
arena.

Big Boss Man vs. Nailz

This is a nightstick on a pole match, which means you can get it down and
use the stick on the other guy. Is it a DQ if the person that doesn’t



pull it down uses it? That’s how the rules sound. Nailz tries to get to
the stick but Boss Man runs out for the save. Nailz isn’t a wrestler so
him using nothing but chokes and punches makes perfect sense. He chokes
Boss Man down but still can’t get the stick.

A right hand puts Nailz down and Boss Man gets his hand on the stick but
he gets slammed down off the top. Nailz works on Boss Man’s back a bit
and chokes away some more but Boss Man shoulders him down. A splash
misses and Nailz goes for the corner again. He gets crotched as this is
already slowing down. A double clothesline puts both guys down and Boss
Man quickly gets to the corner to get the stick. Nailz barely sells a
stick shot to the face but Boss Man no sells one to the ribs and hits the
Boss Man Slam for the pin.

Rating: D. This was terrible with the no selling looking awful. I mean,
it’s a nightstick to the head. There are only so many ways you can get
hit with that and be up twenty seconds later. Nailz never did anything
other than this although he was scheduled to feud with Undertaker. Boss
Man would be gone after the Rumble and wouldn’t be back for years.

Nailz chokes Mooney and says that was misjustice.

Tatanka is chanting to get ready for his match with Martel, which is over
some stolen feathers apparently. Welcome to the 1992 midcard people.

Flair and Ramon are with Gene. This is a pairing that came out of nowhere
but they’re in one of the main events tonight. Ultimate Warrior was
supposed to team up with Savage to face these guys but Warrior went nuts
and bailed on the company again, leaving Savage without a partner. Savage
was on Prime Time Wrestling (the forerunner to Raw) and offered the spot
on his team to Flair’s manager Mr. Perfect. Heenan, Flair’s other
manager, immediately said no and Perfect snapped on him and accepted the
offer, causing Heenan to slap him. Bobby begs for Perfect to stay and
gets water poured on him for being pathetic.

After the clip is over, Flair is all fired up and wants to know what
Perfect is thinking. Perfect basked in Flair’s glory but it was only
because Flair allowed it. Now Perfect has made a decision and stepped to
the other side and it’s time to pay to the Nature Boy and Razor. Flair



looked all kinds of fired up here and it was awesome.

Razor, still in his original persona of Al Pacino from Scarface (funny
story about that: Vince is known for not seeing almost any big time
movies. When Ramon was interviewing with Vince for his job, Vince asked
him to come up with a character on the spot. Ramon went into a Tony
Montana imitation from the movie Scarface without knowing Vince had never
seen the move. Vince immediately thought Ramon was a genius and signed
him), makes generic threats. Flair was AWESOME here.

Tatanka vs. Rick Martel

Tatanka is undefeated at this point. Again, this is over stolen feathers.
They trade chops in the corner with Tatanka taking over via a backdrop.
Martel bails to the floor and I have a feeling this is going to be a long
one. Rick gets knocked to the floor again and the fans don’t seem to be
that interested. Martel is called a former Intercontinental Champion
which is incorrect. Nice job Vince.

Back inside and Martel pounds away a bit before hitting a hot shot to
take over. Off to a front facelock as the fans are distracted by a fight
in the crowd. Tatanka suplexes out of the hold but gets put right back in
it. Doink pops up in the aisle making balloon animals. Another suplex
puts Martel down but Rick hits Tatanka in the throat to take him down.
It’s back to the stupid facelock as Doink keeps making animals. Tatanka
escapes and clotheslines him down before avoiding a charging Martel in
the corner.

This is going nowhere at all. Tatanka works on the arm and gets two off a
backslide. Back to the arm although it’s fairly late in the match to do
so. Doink is tormenting fans now. Martel sends Tatanka over the top to
the floor and things somehow get even more dull. Back in and Tatanka goes
on the war path and hits a top rope chop. Because he’s an Indian you see.
The Papoose To Go (Samoan Drop) finally pins Martel.

Rating: D. This was a long match that wasn’t bad. It was worse than bad:
it was BORING. That’s the problem with Tatanka: he only had so far that
he could go and they pushed that limit WAY farther than they should have.
He wasn’t anything interesting and his in ring stuff wasn’t that great.



Martel was kind of hanging around at this point and he would be gone
soon.

Doink (not yet named I don’t think) pops the animals he made. That’s not
nice.

Perfect talks about being in Flair’s shadow, which he finds laughable. He
says Flair has wanted to be like Mr. Perfect since Flair got here, but
there can only be one Mr. Perfect. That’s true as the guy that should be
Mr. Perfect Junior is now known as Michael McGillicutty. Perfect says he
can beat Flair and Ramon with no trouble. Savage says he knows more about
surviving than anyone else. Ten days ago he had no partner but now he has
Mr. Perfect. He doesn’t trust Perfect, but he thinks they could be the
perfect tag team. I want to see this match now.

Razor Ramon/Ric Flair vs. Randy Savage/Mr. Perfect

Well that wasn’t hard to get. Perfect comes out separately to give Heenan
momentary hope that he bailed. Hennig comes through the curtain and
Heenan ERUPTS, going on a rant that lasts through Perfect and Savage’s
very slow walk down the aisle. Perfect and Ramon start things off in an
AWA reunion. This is one of Perfect’s first matches in over a year I
believe. Perfect takes Razor to the mat and slaps him in the back of the
head, sending Flair into a fit.

Ramon takes him into the corner and gets slapped, which brings in Flair
for the big showdown we’ve been wanting. Perfect beats him into the
corner almost immediately and pounds away. We get a Flair Flip out of the
corner and Flair runs right into Savage who gets a tag a second later.
Savage slaps Flair in the face to tick him off even more. Then he does it
AGAIN.

Ramon and Flair both come in and get punched in the face. A couple of
clotheslines take Flair down until FINALLY Ramon gets a knee in the back
of Savage to slow him down. Razor tries to go for the leg but Randy kicks
him off both times. When all else fails, Ramon chokes away to keep Savage
in the ring. Off to Flair for more stomping and it’s Ramon in again,
working on the back of Savage.



We get Ramon’s signature abdominal stretch with help from his partner
spot. Vince tries to imitate Monsoon by saying Ramon needs to hook the
toe but it’s just not the same. Savage hip tosses out of it but gets
stomped right back down. Flair throws him over the top and tot he floor
where Ramon rams Savage into the steps. Back to Ramon for a half crab and
Perfect goes for a walk up the aisle. Heenan is ESTATIC.

Never mind though as he turns around and comes back. Well it was a cool
moment while it lasted. Randy is busted open and Ramon pounds away on the
face even faster. Flair starts covering a lot faster as he’s getting
frustrated. Razor comes in and drops an elbow for two and a chokeslam
gets the same. With the heels completely in control, Flair goes up top.
The man may be a master in the ring, but he NEVER LEARNS.

Savage superplexes him down and Ric is in trouble all of a sudden.
There’s a tag to Ramon and one to Perfect as well. Perfect hits the
Hennig Neck Snap and a knee lift to both guys. Everything breaks down and
Flair hits Savage with a chair to make it two on one. Perfect gets
knocked into the official but he flips out of the Razor’s Edge and this
the Perfectplex on Ramon for a delayed two as Flair makes the save. The
Perfectplex to Flair gets the same result and we have two referees in
there. One of them calls the match for a DQ. Lame! Savage and Perfect win
which you may want to know.

Rating: B-. This was a good match that was bordering on great until the
lame ending. I wouldn’t see a problem with Flair getting pinned by the
Perfectplex here. They would have a great match on Raw that would send
Flair packing soon enough, but for now this was a great return to the
ring for Perfect who hadn’t wrestled in a year.

Post match Flair puts Hennig in the Figure Four and Razor gets a chair,
but Savage makes a save and chases both guys off.

Flair and Ramon rant in the back.

Yokozuna vs. Virgil

Yoko is listed as being from the Polynesian Islands here. This is when
Yoko is only 505lbs and he had padding in his outfit to make him look



fatter. I think this is his PPV debut. Yoko immediately shoves him away
and chops Virgil down. Some dropkicks do some good for Virgil but Yoko
superkicks him (and gets his foot higher than Virgil did) to take over.
Virgil pounds away a bit but a Rock Bottom takes him down. Some more
shots stagger Yoko but a sidewalk slam and a legdrop make things all
better again. Yoko misses a charge and like an IDIOT, Virgil tries a
rollup. Yoko falls on him and it’s BANZAI for the pin.

Rating: C-. For a debut, this could have been better but it’s clear that
no one is going to stop this guy for awhile. Yoko would get the rocket to
the stars push soon, winning the Rumble in two months and the world title
at Wrestlemania in another two months. Virgil was a jobber to the stars
here and nothing more, which is all he should have been. Somehow he would
keep a job until 1994.

Savage and Perfect brag a lot.

Nasty Boys/Natural Disasters vs. Beverly Brothers/Money Inc

Money Inc has the tag titles and are about to fight the Nasty Boys. This
is one of those “when one guy gets pinned, both team members are out”
deals, so it’s a max of three falls to end this match. We start with
Typhoon vs. Blake Beverly and it’s a strut off. Typhoon starts throwing
Blake around and puts him in an over the shoulder backbreaker so he can
hand him off to Quake for a bearhug.

Beau tries to cheat to help his brother but it only results in a double
splash from both Disasters in the corner. Off to Knobbs as the fans
aren’t interested in this match at all. Knobbs runs Blake over with
clotheslines and brings in Jerry who finally allows a tag to Beau. A
pumphandle slam puts Beau down but he no sells it for some reason. Off to
DiBiase who can’t suplex Sags, so Sags suplexes him.

Off to IRS who Jerry hiptosses down. The limited selling continues as IRS
gets up and brings in Beau for a powerslam and it’s off to Blake again.
Scratch that it’s Beau in now. Off to a chinlock from Blake as the
Beverlies keep tagging in and out very fast. Jerry tries a quick sleeper
but they wind up slamming heads to put both guys down. There’s the tag to
Earqhquake and Blake is in trouble. Quake takes out all four of them and



everything breaks down. For some reason Beau tries a crucifix on Typhoon
and gets crushed for his efforts. The Earthquake from Earthquake
eliminates the Beverlies and it’s 4-2.

DiBiase comes in to face Earthquake but gets beaten up by all four
opponents in short order. Back to Quake who misses a splash in the corner
and Money Inc double suplexes the fatter man down. IRS gets two off the
suplex and picks him up to freak Bobby out again. Back to DiBiase as the
fans are all over IRS. IRS chokes away on Quake some more and it’s back
to DiBiase for some chops.

A middle rope double ax by Ted gets two so here’s IRS again. The champs
do tag in and out quite well. Quake clotheslines IRS down and finally
makes the hot tag to Typhoon. House is cleaned and a splash crushes IRS.
DiBiase trips up Typhoon (how appropriate) and IRS gets the easy pin to
tie it up, but Jerry runs in and rolls up IRS for the fast pin to win.

Rating: C. Not bad here but the ending kind of sucked. What was the point
in having the Nasties beat Money Inc that fast when the majority of the
match was about the Disasters vs. Money Inc? The Nasties were basically
there to fill in a spot instead of being the focus of the match for their
team. Odd indeed but it was entertaining enough.

Virgil warns Bret Hart about Yokozuna. Of course Bret wasn’t in the same
room. Virgil is beneath Bret’s boots.

We recap Kamala vs. Undertaker. Taker beat him at Summerslam so Kamala
crushed him with a bunch of splashes, which Taker sat up from. This set
up the Coffin Match tonight, which is a regular match but the winner gets
to put the loser in a coffin.

Taker is building a special coffin.

Undertaker vs. Kamala

Kamala immediately runs from Taker and they head to the floor for more
not fighting. Back in and Kamala pounds away with almost no effect. Taker
hits the yet to be named Old School and Kamala is in trouble again. A
clothesline sets up some choking by the dead man but Kamala chops him to



the floor. This is really dull so far. Kamala rams Taker head first into
the steps and hits him in the back before we head inside. A kick to the
chest puts Taker down for all of a second. Kamala slams him a bunch of
times and three splashes. The urn is knocked into the ring and Taker sits
up. An urn shot to the head pins Kamala.

Rating: F. Seriously, that’s it. That’s IT? This is one of the biggest
matches on the show and this is all we get? Just a dull match with
nothing more than a few shots to the back and a quick ending. This didn’t
even make six minutes and Taker didn’t even break a sweat in crushing
Kamala. Nothing to see here and it was completely worthless, much like
Kamala.

Taker nails the coffin shut.

Shawn brags about winning the IC Title a few weeks ago and says he
doesn’t need Sherri. Shawn says he beat Davey and Davey beat Bret so
Shawn can beat Bret.

Harvey Whippleman and Kim Chee get Kamala out of the coffin and he’s
catatonic. This would lead to the arrival of Giant Gonzalez.

Bret is ready for Shawn. Gene lists off all of the micarders Bret has
defended the title against with the idea being that Bret will fight
anyone.

WWF World Title: Bret Hart vs. Shawn Michaels

Sherri still sings Shawn’s theme music and this is champion vs. champion,
but only one title is on the line. Feeling out process to start and they
hit the mat with Shawn getting in way over his head. Shawn works on the
arm and pulls Bret to the mat but Bret nips up. So that’s where Shawn got
it from. Bret cranks on the arm and Shawn cranks on the hair. Things
speed up and Shawn trips Bret up but it’s right back to the arm. This
technical stuff isn’t working for Shawn so far.

Michaels gets to the arm but Bret easily sends him to the floor to
escape. Hart takes over on the arm again and Shawn can’t get anything
going in the first five minutes or so. A cross body gets two for Bret as



does a sunset flip. It’s back to the arm and Shawn is getting frustrated.
They hit the ropes and Shawn catches Bret in a hot shot to finally get in
some offense. A thumb to the eye puts Bret back in trouble and he charges
into the post to make it even worse.

Shawn DDTs the arm as the roles have completely reversed now, although
it’s due to evil ways now instead of technical and good ones. See how
good psychology can be when it’s done right? Bret’s chest to the buckle
spot gets two for Shawn and it’s chinlock time. They fight over a top
wristlock but Shawn uses the hair again to pull Bret back to the mat.
Bret fights out of the chinlock but gets dropkicked right back down for
two. Shawn is one step ahead of him in everything Bret does right now.

A backbreaker gets another two for Shawn and let’s hit that chinlock
again. Shawn ducks his head and a swinging neckbreaker puts Shawn down,
but cheating by means of a shot to the throat stops Bret again. A front
facelock goes on and Bret rams Shawn into the corner with some shoulders
to counter. Shawn charges into a boot and a bulldog puts him down. Bret
misses a middle rope elbow and both guys are down again.

Michaels hits a jumping back elbow to the face for two and it’s back to
the front facelock. After two arm drops for Bret, he pulls off the
fastest small package you’ll see in a long time for two. A suplex by Hart
puts both guys down but things start speeding up anyway. Shawn gets sling
shotted into the corner and hits the post as is his custom. Bret launches
him into the corner and kicks Shawn so hard that Shawn gets crotched on
the top rope.

A BIG baaaaaaaaaaaaack body drop gets two on Shawn and Bret is surprised.
Russian legsweep gets two for the world champ and a backbreaker sets up
the middle rope elbow for the same. Bret superplexes Shawn down but he
can’t cover immediately so it only gets two. There’s a sleeper from Hart
and the referee gets bumped. That goes absolutely nowhere and he’s up a
few seconds later. Ok then.

Bret tries another sleeper but Shawn sends him to the floor in the exact
same way that Bret sent Shawn to the floor earlier. NICE! Bret gets
posted and we head back inside for a whip to the corner for two. The



problem here for Shawn is that he doesn’t have a big time finisher as his
only big move was a stupid suplex move. Just as I type that, Shawn
superkicks Bret down. It’s not a finisher yet though so he doesn’t even
cover.

Bret blocks the tear drop (finisher) suplex but the second attempt
connects for two. Bret uppercuts Shawn into the ropes but Hart misses a
charge and crotches himself on the top. Shawn goes up to the middle rope
but he jumps right into the Sharpshooter (in the EXACT same sequence that
ended regulation of the Iron Man Match) for the submission to keep the
title on Bret.

Rating: A. It’s Bret vs. Shawn with almost 27 minutes. Were you expecting
anything but a scientific war? If you give Shawn the superkick here to
use as a finisher, there’s no way this isn’t even better. Great match
here with both guys trading great psychology the whole way through.
Really good main event and a great way to show that Hulk isn’t needed to
fire up a crowd as they were all kinds of into this match.

Post match here’s…..Santa Claus? He puts a hat on Bret and it starts
snowing in the arena.

Post ending of the show, Bret asks Santa for better competition. Ok then.

Overall Rating: B-. This isn’t a great show but if you have about two
hours to kill and a good fast forward button on whatever device you’re
using, there are a lot worse shows you could watch. The main event is
great stuff and the tag match isn’t bad either, but it’s better if you
know the backstory and watch the promos. This was a good show and
considering there was no Hogan or Warrior on it, it was a pretty bold
step for WWF at the time, although it’s a step they had to make. Good
stuff.

Ratings Comparison

Headshrinkers vs. High Energy

Original: C+

Redo: C+



Big Boss Man vs. Nailz

Original: D+

Redo: D

Tatanka vs. Rick Martel

Original: C-

Redo: D

Randy Savage/Mr. Perfect vs. Razor Ramon/Ric Flair

Original: B

Redo: B-

Yokozuna vs. Virgil

Original: C
Redo: C-

Nasty Boys/Natural Disasters vs. Money Inc./Beverly Brothers

Original: D

Redo: C

Undertaker vs. Kamala

Original: C+

Redo: F

Bret Hart vs. Shawn Michaels:

Original: A-

Redo: A

Overall Rating:



Original: C+

Redo: B-

Dang I must have really grown to hate Kamala since then. Overall it’s
roughly the same though.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/11/11/history-of-survivor-series-count
-up-1992-bret-vs-shawn-at-survivor-series/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume I at Amazon for
just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:
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